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The TM-m30II-S is a compact, stylish, all-in-one mPOS solution 
that combines printer and tablet stand to free up space at the 
point of sale.

Epson, the number one POS printer manufacturer in Europe1, has developed 
this design-led, all-in-one mPOS solution for specialist shops, boutique outlets, 
small restaurants, bars, coffee shops, delis, pop ups and food trucks. It can 
even be used as a self-service hub thanks to its robust, compact design and a 
paper near end sensor that allows for unattended operation.

Advanced connectivity
This mPOS device boasts advanced hub functionality and a rich set of 
connectivity features and options. Peripherals such as scanners, keypads and 
scales, can connect directly with the TM-m30II-S and pass data directly to the 
tablet device. It also includes enhanced connectivity (USB and Ethernet) and 
Server Direct Print (SDP) and Cloud (OMS) intelligent functionality.

Compact and stylish
The TM-m30II-S is the compact and stylish mPOS solution that incorporates 
both printer and tablet stand. This frees up valuable countertop space and 
saves users time by not having to manage individual hardware components. It 
can also be installed both horizontally and vertically to allow more efficient space 
management. The discreet design fits seamlessly into most environments and 
it's available in black or white.

Easy to use and reliable
Epson's POS expertise has resulted in the unrivalled build quality and refined 
functionality of the TM-m30II-S; each component has been developed with ease 
of use in mind. It pairs easily with mobile devices and LED indicators display the 
status for Wi-Fi and Ethernet. Also, the flexible drop-in paper loading allows 
users to access the TM-m30II-S from either the top or the front. Put simply, this 
out-of-the-box solution is highly intuitive and designed to keep businesses 
running.

KEY FEATURES

All-in-one mPOS solution
Printer and tablet stand
Discreet design
Stylish, practical design with small 
footprint and clean lines
Fast printing
Increased print speed of 250mm/s
Enhanced connectivity
A rich set of connectivity features and 
options
Reliable
Epson’s tried and trusted build quality
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1.  Number one POS printer manufacturer based on
shipments for FY18 (IDC 2019)


